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Abstract: Game AI with a Non-Player Controlled Bots is the systems that are built into a game. These systems offer 

competition or objectives that the player must overcome to progress. Although in most situations, these NPCs provide an 

acceptable level of competition, over time, they become predictable and no longer pose any challenge to the players. Game AIs 

and NPCs use a basic detection and computational system to perform actions that seem to oppose the players, and these are 

even lesser of an opposition to players and will lead to loss of worth in the section of the game that would be more enjoyable 

to those if the opposition would be more challenging. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The world of gaming is one that is ever increasing. Its user-base grows by the millions with every new game 

released. Games are played by millions of people every day irrespective of its genre. They offer some immersive 

experience away from the real world. In all its vastness, almost all games share one common feature, NPCs (Non-

Player Controlled (Bots)), or Non-Player Controlled Characters, more commonly known as                            Bots 

or Game AI [1]. These games thus have built in systems that challenge players in many ways. These bots exist 

within games architecture to offer some form of competition or challenge to the player to introduce some form of 

variety in the gameplay [2].  

 

These bots use specified logic to perform actions that seem human to provide some challenge. One of the most 

common techniques is using FFSM or Fuzzy Finite State Machines to dictate the actions the bot [3] must perform. 

These systems collect inputs in the form of observations from the environment and information about the player 

such as position, movement speed, look direction etc., and classify them based on categories and evaluates them 

into states. These states are then further classified, and a final “decision” or state is arrived at, which is the action 

that the bot will take. While this method is very effective at providing challenges to the players, it eventually 

becomes very uninteresting, as a player can figure out the actions that the bot is going to take and thus the 

opposition the bot provided will no longer exist [4].  

 

Many games have this method employed and while it works well, over time it cannot keep up with a human’s 

ability to evolve and beat it. Certain games like chess, however, also have Game AI that develops strategies, but 

does so in a rather brute force way. It will physically calculate millions and millions of outcomes based on current 

moves and by process of elimination; it will come up with an optimal winning strategy [5-6]. One such method is 

alpha-beta pruning of a decision tree which will allow the chess engine to discard moves that are irrelevant [7-9].  

 

With the rapid improvement in technological capabilities surrounding gaming and game development, more 

and more variety is being brought forward. And with the development of more interesting games, it gives us an 

opportunity to develop better systems to make these games more enjoyable [10-11]. Although different methods 

of Game AI are being developed, they are either too powerful for humans to face off against, such as DQN based 

bots, or fail to give off a human player like gameplay feel [12] and fail the Turing Test[13].   

 

While players don’t often mind the lack of non-responsive and opposition capable of evolving, it improves the 

overall appeal of the game when there is a new challenge every time the player plays the game. It is this evolution 

that makes multiplayer games so popular since they play against other people capable of doing something new in 

terms of gameplay and strategy. Although single player games by their definition do not involve playing against 

evolving entities, some parts of the game such as facing a boss character and having it evolve in style of gameplay 

will increase the level of immersion in the game and make it more enjoyable. 

 

2. Related works 
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A. Introduction to Game AI 

 

Game AI refers to the NPCs or the Non-Player Controlled Elements of a game. This ranges from simple 

elements such as doors or gates that allow for interactivity in between a level or in between levels and characters 

that the player can interact with throughout the course of the game. Furthermore, Game AI has become a standard 

part of certain game genres, such as RPGs or Role-Playing Games. It has become an integral part to the game’s 

appeal and how immersive it will be. Almost all games currently in the market today will have some form of Game 

AI, no matter how rudimentary its application is. This game AI however in its current implementation in the games 

in the market today, is not in fact AI. They use a complicated system of finite state logic to decide the actions that 

the bot or NPC must perform. 

 

B. Current Status and Implementation of Game AI 

 

There are currently many implementations of Game AI that utilize a variety of methods to achieve the desired 

feel of interactivity. Some popular techniques of Game AI are: Finite State Machines: Finite State Machines divide 

the game object’s potential behavior into possible logical states and computes the most ideal action to take. Agents: 

Agents perceive their environment and act to pursue those goals. They can be used in a known area against limited 

competition but cannot sustain the variety of gameplay that humans can achieve. Scripting: Basically scripting 

offers solutions to control game engines from the outside environment. This cannot understand and mimic player 

gameplay as they, like FSMs require hard coded constrains. 

 

Fuzzy Logic: Although more flexible than FSMs, they still use categorization and still are bound by its states 

that it will have to be in to decide, although they do have the ability to be in multiple states at once, hence the term 

“fuzzy” and as a result, can take more complicated decisions. 

 

Flocking: Flocking is generally used to control many entities in-game (like herds of sheep or schools of fish).  

Neural Networks: Neural Networks have the task of choosing the variables that it will use to decide its action. This 

can be successfully implemented in a simple game with few unknowns. Decision Trees: It is very difficult to 

account for all the possibilities to give unique or reactive decisions to new situations using a finite set of action 

(leaves) of a decision tree. Simulating a player and all the actions they can perform in any situation cannot be 

captured easily onto the leaves of decision trees. 

 

All these methods use some form of rigid programming to derive “decisions” to make based on some 

configuration of its environment. As revied in [14], these game AI methods, excluding a few do not have the 

capability to evolve in style of gameplay or in the quality of decisions they take and hence do not give the feel of 

playing against another human [15]. 

 

As shown in a certain level of evolution in gameplay and responsiveness of the challenging parts is beneficial 

to the appeal of a game and its playability [16].  There are, however, systems in place such as DQNs that do learn 

and evolve in their “style” of gameplay but are however of a caliber that humans cannot achieve due to the enormity 

of its processing power and iterations they go through to find optimal success paths [17]. Systems [18] that use 

objectives to evolve using both traditional player progress and human behavior are more likely to imitate human 

behavior in games with a higher accuracy.  

 

Systems such as the Open AI are designed to play one game very well by studying the best humans in the game 

and iterating through all the moves and strategies utilized by the players to develop a strategy of its own. While 

this does provide a very close feel towards playing against a human, its inhumanly low reaction time towards 

stimuli in game and very low response time towards the moves it must take or avoid also hinder the experience of 

playing against the bot. As shown in [19-20], it is found that human-like NPCs are far more fun to play against 

and it helps in the overall enjoyability of the game. 

 

C. Drawbacks of the  Current Implementations 
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The current implementation of Game AI cannot modify its behavior and are bound by the parameters they are 

set in. This leads to a repetitive nature and an unfulfilling experience on further indulgence of the game. Due to 

the lack of evolution and change, upon repetition, the opposition and challenge offered by the bots, become 

negligible and make the game uninteresting to continue playing. 

 

3. Proposed methodology on game ai 

 

The Proposed Parameterized behaviour monitoring is system capable of monitoring player behaviour and 

mimicking their gameplay in an accurate manner.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.1 Regions A, B, C is a part of the detector. 

 

This implementation was done in the Unity3D game engine. It is a very powerful physics and rendering engine. 

These systems were implemented through the scripts in C#. 

This method involves setting up a detector script that can monitor the position of the player. The detector will 

observe the player in three zones. These zones are set up to be leading towards the objective. The zones namely 

A, B, C shown in Figure.1 will have each responsibility for monitoring the behaviour of the player.  

The three zones of the detector will each correspond to the tendency of the player to collect an objective in the 

game. The tendency of the player to go into each zone will be calculated as the tendency of the player to crossover 

and proceed to the deeper zone i.e., tendency of entering zone A will be increased if the player has visited the zone 

B and so on till the tendency of zone C will be calculated as how many times the player has successfully collected 

the objective. This tendency will be monitored and updated in a script. The tendency will dictate the situations and 

the conditions in which the player performed certain actions. This script will be responsible for relaying the 

behavioural information to the bot to recreate the player gameplay through the “MIMIC” bot, another script that 

takes the behavioural data and converts it into gameplay to review. 

 

Monitoring the player’s frequency and tendency to collect the objective through the amount of space available 

will be accurately re-created by the MIMIC and we will be able to observe a digital copy of the player’s gameplay. 

 

4. Conclusion and future work 

The proposed method of Game AI will be capable of monitoring several actions of the player and be able to 

adapt to their playstyle. This will help in evolving a digital model of a human and their behavior in situations 

involving more than just decision making but also a sense of strategy and risk associated with that action. This 

method can be further developed to be able to monitor many more parameters and hence be capable of simulating 

human decisions with a more complicated situation and will be able to build a comprehensible digital model of the 

human. With the further development of this system, a model can be created of a human in more complicated 

games, such as FPS or First-Person Shooter games which have many more parameters and the number of decisions 

that can be taken is very large and the possibilities of player action are endless. By monitoring the tendency of 

humans to make certain decision and to avoid making certain decisions the system can come close to mimicking 

the actions of the player. 
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